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Abstract— Maman Elektronik Sokaraja has implemented SI / IT, but it is not evenly distributed in
all fields. The uneven implementation of the business process is still not effective and efficient. The
purpose of this research is to provide an IS / IT strategic plan so that it can assist in the implementation of
the company's IS / IT so that it is more equitable. The method used in this research is the Ward and
Peppard method which consists of a SWOT analysis, Value Chain, Five Force Model, McFarlan Strategic
Grid. The results of the study that have been carried out have obtained a recommendation for the
development of several applications such as SI Sale, SI Debt and Receivable, SI Purchase and SI
Inventory. Some of the recommended apps, such as SI Sales Distributor, SI Accounting, SI Payroll, SI
Attendance. The application is approved in stages over 4 (four) years according to company conditions.
Developments in several SIs required several application plans to be implemented within four years.
Keyword— Ward and Peppard, SWOT, Value Chain, Five Force Model, McFarlan Strategic
Grid
Abstrak— Maman Elektronik Sokaraja sudah menerapkan SI/TI akan tetapi belum merata disemua
bidang. Penerapan yang belum merata mengaibatkan pelaksanaan proses bisnis yang masih belum
efektif dan efisien. Tujuan dari dilakukan riset ini adalah untuk memberikan sebuah perencanaan
strategis SI/TI sehingga dapat membantu dalam penerapan SI/TI perusahaan sehingga lebih merata.
Metode yang akan digunakan dalam riset ini adalah metode Ward and Peppard yang terdiri dari analisis
SWOT, Value Chain, Five Force Model, McFarlan Strategic Grid. Hasil analisis yang sudah dilakukan
maka didapatkan sebuah rekomendasi untuk pengembangan beberapa aplikasi seperti SI Sale, SI Debt
and Receivable, SI Purchase dan SI Inventory. Beberapa aplikasi yang direkomendasikan seperti SI Sales
Distributor, SI Accounting, SI Payroll, SI Attedance. Aplikasi tersebut direkomendasikan secara bertahap
selama 4 (empat) tahun disesuaikan dengan kondisi perusahaan. Pengembangan di beberapa SI
diperlukan beberapa perencanaan aplikasi yang akan diimplementasikan dalam jangka waktu 4 tahun.
Kata Kunci— Ward and Peppard, SWOT, Value Chain, Five Force Model, McFarlan
Strategic Grid
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I. INTRODUCTION
The growth of Information Systems and Information Technology at this time can be
categorized as very fast, which can be seen in many large and small companies that have started
implementing IS / IT. With the current growth of IS / IT, it has an abundance of impacts such as
all business processes that used manual work in the past so that it took more time then currently
uses IS / IT so that the use of time is quite short, and there are many other impacts. From the
current development of IS / IT. Seeing the impact or profit shared from the use of IS / IT, many
companies have implemented IS / IT to help the company's business processes so that they can
work effectively and efficiently. In implementing IS / IT in a company, an IS / IT strategic design
is needed.IS / IT strategic design is a process of analyzing the application portfolio and analyzing
most of it in setting goals and deciding on a plan that can be used for the implementation of IS /
IT so that it can reach expectations. of these businesses [1][2][3]. The hope that is wanted to be
reached through the use of strategic planning is to share suggestions that can be used for the
progress of the company besides that it can also motivate every worker in the company [4]. An
information system is a mixture consisting of people, technology and data that are arranged in
such a way that it can provide increased performance in business processes [5]. Information
technology is a design in the improvement of managing information technology [6].
Maman Electronik Sokaraja is a profit organization engaged in electronic devices such as
spare parts for TV and many others. Maman Elektronik has started his business since 2000, so
you could say that he has been engaged in electronics for a long time. Besides that, Maman
Elektronik is a reasonably large electronics shop in Central Java, due to through sales around
cities in Central Java. This shop is located on Jalan Karang Duren No.25, Sokaraja. The vision of
this company is to seek profit in the business to turn the family economy around.
In the results of interviews conducted with the owner of the electronic manager, it was found
that this shop has implemented IS / IT in several business processes. So that in business
processes that have not been implemented IS / IT can reduce the level of ability to work on
business processes. The problem faced in the implementation of IS / Ti is the lack of
understanding in using the current computer system so that currently, companies are still using IS
/ IT from the 2000s. Also, the existing system is still not evenly applied. In the future, there will
also be needed for the development of existing systems to make it easier in existing business
processes and also follow IS / IT developments in the future. Therefore an IS / IT strategic
planning is needed in planning a system that will be used in the future.
In the research that has been done, such as the following research [7][8][9] gives results,
namely the existence of a strategy in IS / IT can help the implementation of IS / IT in the
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company so that the performance in conducting business processes can be more effective and
efficient. Also, IS / IT strategic design can also be used in the field of education so that business
processes in education can run smoothly [10][11]. Also, the implementation of IS / IT strategic
planning in science engineering can also provide results, which can describe the added value to
the business and IS / IT that is in the company [12]. In previous research, IS / IT strategic
planning can also be applied to hospitals [13][14], transportation services [15], education [16],
hotels [17], manufacturing industry [18]. However, this research will be conducted at an
electronics store where this electronics store sells goods to stores outside the city.
In the preparation of an IS / IT strategic plan at the Maman Elektronik Shop, it can have an
impact on the implementation of IS / IT in the store such as starting from structured planning for
IS / IT implementation and investment feasibility for IS / IT implementation to the evaluation
and monitoring of IS / IT implementation. This research was conducted to help Maman
Elektronik stores in the preparation of IS / IT strategic plans to optimize their IS / IT resources
and encourage store management in planning a structured and optimal IS / IT implementation.

II. RESEARCH METHOD
The research method used in this research is qualitative. The use of qualitative methods aims
to explain and examine social activities currently happening in the company. This method is
obtained from problems that arise in the data when research is carried out in the field. In this
study consists of stages that are interconnected with one another.
The use of the ward and Peppard method was chosen because it is a method capable of
producing IS / IT strategic planning that can analyze the company from an external/internal
business perspective as well as IS / IT in the company. Then the results can provide an answer to
the IS / IT needs of a company that can support business processes that are carried out externally
and internally.

Figure 1. RESEARCH STAGES
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Figure 1 describes the stages of the research carried out. The step in the first research is to
collect various materials that can help study and be able to share adequate information. The next
stage is the data collection process by conducting interviews and observing. In this case, the
person who examines the object directly perceives. Then conducted interviews with business
owners and also external people who are partners of the company. In this interview to find out
the IS / IT implemented at this time, the condition of the company internally and externally.
The next stage after data collection is to analyze the business environment as well as the
internal and external IS / IT environment. The analysis that will be used to analyze the business
environment in this research is the analysis used is the SWOT analysis, the Value Chain
Analysis, and the Five Force Model analysis. Result. The study that will be used to determine
the internal and external IS / IT environment is the McFarlan Grid. SWOT analysis is used to
understand the company's current situation and also the weaknesses, strengths, opportunities,
and threats that exist in the company so that a design can be drawn up that can help in
implementing IS / IT[19][20]. Then value chain analysis is the analysis used to analyze the
activities of the company today [21]. The five force model analysis is an analysis to understand
the external business environment. McFarlan's report is an analysis used to measure the IS / IT
contribution and the effects felt by the company [22]. After the analyzes have been carried out,
the results will be produced. From the results given, it can help in the preparation of IS / IT
strategic, which consists of business strategy, IS / IT management strategy. Existing planning,
the next step will be to get a portfolio application. The following is a sequence of stages that
will be carried out during this research process.

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
A. Internal / External Business Environment Analysis
The initial stage of the analysis carried out is a SWOT analysis (Strength, Weaknesses,
Opportunities and Threats). This analysis is conducted to understand the strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, and threats by knowing the business environment internally and externally at
Maman Electronik. The following results are given from Maman Electronic's SWOT analysis:
Table 1. SOKARAJA ELECTRONIC SWOT ANALYSIS
STRENGTH
It is the largest electronics
store in Central Java

WEAKNESS
Uneven application usage in
every area

Has a competitive selling price

There has been no IS / IT
update since 2000

Some people are capable of
operating IS / IT

-

OPPORTUNITY
Already implemented IS / IT
so that it can adapt to the
development and procurement
of IS / IT
-

THREAT
Increasing sales of online
electronics

There are already many
competitors in the field of
electronics stores.

-
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From the results of the SWOT analysis obtained, an IS / IT SWOT mapping was carried out
at Maman Elektronik Sokaraja so that it could answer any shortcomings, threats with strengths
and opportunities. The results can be seen as follows:
Table 2. SWOT MAPPING
STRATEGY S-O

STRATEGY W-O

STRATEGY S-T

STRATEGY W-T

With the existence of an
opportunity that the
company has, namely
being able to adapt and
also use existing
systems so that it can
provide support in the
implementation and
renewal of the
company's IS / IT. Also,
the development and
regeneration of IS / IT
also have an impact on
company management
so that it can become the
largest electronics store
in Central Java.

The application of IS /
IT and also the ability to
adapt to the existing
system can be carried
out an IS / IT
application in parts.
There is no use of IS /
IT besides that for the
old system systems can
be updated to simplify
the implementation of
existing business
processes.

Competitive selling
prices, one of the largest
electronics stores in
Central Java and the
presence of human
resources. Can operate
IS / IT can overcome
existing threats by
selling online,
promoting goods online
on websites and
platforms that are often
used like youtube.

With the
implementation of IS /
IT in all business
processes, IS / IT
discussions and sales
marketing can be done
online.

The subsequent analysis is the value chain analysis used to analyze the internal and external
business environment of the company as well as to understand the business processes thoroughly.
Those are taking place at Maman Elektronik Sokaraja so that there is unobstructed exposure to
the information system strategic plan to complement every real need of the company. The tool
used for this analysis is porter's value chain analysis. Where is used as a description of the
primary and supporting business processes? Then the results will be used to identify the IS / IT
needs in the company. Following are the results of value chain analysis at Maman Elektronik
Sokaraja:

Figure 2. POTTER'S VALUE CHAIN ANALYSIS IN MAMAN ELECTRONIC SOKARAJA
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The analysis that will be carried out next is the analysis of the five force model, which is used
to understand the situation of the external business environment and determine the capabilities of
competitors. Following are the results of the analysis of the five force model on Maman
Elektronik Sokaraja :
1. The barrier of new arrivals
The existence of a product that is sold has a high level of power of sale besides that in sales it
also has quite competitive selling prices because it is easy to make purchases directly from
foreign suppliers through trusted importers. Besides, the Maman Elektronik Shop itself has a
large enough capital so that it can make it difficult for newcomers.
2. Bargaining power of suppliers
It has the convenience of purchasing goods from suppliers outside the country and also
getting a relatively low price compared to others due to the help of importers. Besides, it also
has suppliers from suppliers who also have lower rates and quality goods.
3. Bargaining power of consumers
The sales made by the Maman Electronics Store to the small electronics stores have prompted
the company to sell at a lower price.
4. The threat of substitute products
The Maman Elektronik store not only faces many competitors who are engaged in the
electronic part but also faces competition in the goods sold because many competitors also
sell the same products and even with rights that have lower prices.
5. Competitive competition in the industry
In this shop itself, it still lacks in sales innovation, it always carried out offline and by visiting
existing stores to make offers to existing stores.
B. Internal / External IS / IT Environmental Analysis
Subsequent analysis is the McFarlan matrix analysis, which is the analysis used to see IS / IT
assistance in the company's business processes. The following is a list of IS / IT used at Maman
Electronik Sokaraja based on current conditions:
Table 3. SOKARAJA ELECTRONIC IS / IT LIST
NO

INFORMATION

USER

SYSTEM NAME

TYPE OF
APPLICATION

1

SI Sale

Admin

Desktop

2

SI Inventory

Warehouse

Desktop

3

SI Purchase

Manager

Desktop

4

SI Debts and

Manager

Desktop

Receivables
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After seeing the IS / IT in the company, the next step is McFarlan's mathematical mapping.
Here are the results of the mapping:
Table 4. CURRENT MCFARLAN PORTFOLIO
STRATEGIC

HIGH POTENTIAL

KEY

SUPPORT

OPERATIONAL
-

SI Sale

SI Purchase

-

-

SI Debt and

SI Inventory

-

Receivable
From the results obtained in the McFarlan matrix, a result is obtained that in quadrant one,
namely support, which currently has no system implemented in this quadrant. Then in the second
quadrant is the operational quadrant which has been applied, namely the SI purchasing and
warehouse SI. The third quadrant is the high potential quadrant which the company has achieved
is SI Sales, and also accounts payable. In the last quadrant or fourth quadrant is the strategic
quadrant in this quadrant, any information system has not been implemented yet. At this time, the
application that has been achieved is desktop-based. Seeing from the current increase in IS / IT,
many companies want to improve their present performance.
C. SI/TI Business Strategy
Based on the results of the analysis that has been carried out, an input can be given that can be
applied at Maman Elektronik Sokaraja. These suggestions can be used to improve the
performance of the IS / IT business process. The results are shown below:
1. Renew desktop-based applications so that they can meet the current needs of the company.
2. Adding several information systems so that every business activity is carried out with the
system so that it no longer consumes more energy.
3. Start selling and promoting online so that the sales area can be even more significant.
4. When there are additions and updates to the system, training is also carried out for each
employee so that they use the latest technology.
D. SI/TI Management System
The results of the IS / IT analysis that have been carried out show that Maman Electronik
Sokaraj does not currently have an IT department. Therefore an IS / IT section is needed so that
there are maintenance and development of existing information systems besides that it can also
train every employee to be able to operate the system. It is surviving in the company.
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E. TI Strategy
From the results obtained, when collecting data and also analyzing it requires development
and addition of information systems so that every business process can be implemented IS / IT
and will help in improving business performance.
F. Portfolio Application
From the results of McFarlan's analysis obtained, a suggestion can be obtained that can be
applied to Maman Elektronik Sokaraja, which can be used to improve the performance of today's
business processes. The following is a table of proposed application portfolios for the future:
Table 5. FUTURE MCFARLAN PORTFOLIO
STRATEGIC

HIGH POTENTIAL

KEY

SUPPORT

OPERATIONAL
SI Sales Distribution

SI Sale

SI Purchase

SI Accounting

-

SI Debt and

SI Inventory

SI Payroll

-

SI Attendance

Receivable
-

-

The first quadrant is the quadrant support, which is a system that is used to support the
company's business processes but does not have a significant effect if there is a breakdown in the
system condition. The second quadrant is the operational quadrant, which is a system that is used
to provide convenience for the company's operational activities. The next quadrant or the third
quadrant is the high potential quadrant. Quadrant high potential is a system used which is
essential for the continuity of internal business activities as well as external business activities.
Company Then for the last quadrant is the strategic quadrant. The strategic quadrant is a system
that is considered sufficient to have a high enough impact on future business continuity.
The first quadrant is the quadrant support, which is a system that is used to support the
company's business processes but does not have a significant effect if there is a breakdown in the
system condition. The second quadrant is the operational quadrant, which is a system that is used
to provide convenience for the company's operational activities. The next quadrant or the third
quadrant is the high potential quadrant. Quadrant high potential is a system used which is
essential for the continuity of internal business activities as well as external business activities.
Then for the last quadrant is the strategic quadrant.
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The strategic quadrant is a system that is considered sufficient to have a high enough impact
on future business continuity:
Table 6. GAP APPLICATIONS
PROPOSED NAME OF
INFORMATION SYSTEM
SI Sales Distribution
SI Sale
SI Debt and Receivable
SI Purchase
SI Inventory
SI Accounting
SI Payroll
SI Attendance

UPGRADE

PLANNING
V

V
V
V
V
V
V
V

From the results obtained through application gaps, it can be seen that there is a need for an
update to improve existing applications so that they can function better such as Sales SI,
Accounts Receivable, Purchasing SI and also Warehouse SI. Also, a plan is needed to build a
new IS / IT in the company, namely Sales Distribution SI, Accounting SI, Payroll SI, Attendance
SI. From the results that have been obtained, it is also got a plan for the application of IS / IT to
Maman Elektronik carried out within the next four years. With details in 2021 the Sales SI,
Pituang Debt will be implemented, then in 2022 the Purchasing SI, Warehouse SI will be
applied. Then in 2023, implementation of SI for Distribution Sales will be carried out, then in
2024, implementation of SI Accounting, Payroll SI, and Attendance SI will be carried out.
Table 7. PLANNING OF SOKARAJA ELECTRONIC IS / IT IMPLEMENTATION
SOLUTION
SI/TI
SI Sale
SI Debt and
Receivable
SI Purchase
SI Inventory
SI Sales
Distribution
SI
Accounting
SI Payroll
SI
Attendance

2021

2022

2023

2024

High
Potential
Key
Operational
Strategic
Support

Table 7 shows the application mapping that has been proposed in the previous stage. Each
application is grouped into each quadrant in the McFarlan Portfolio to differentiate the
functionality of each submitted form. The High Potential quadrant shows that the claims in that
quadrant can be developed to support business processes at Maman Elektronik Sokaraja. The
Key Operational Quadrant is an application used in-store operations. Strategic Quadrant is an
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application that can be used for a long time or in the future. Meanwhile, the Support quadrant is
an application that supports applications in the Key Operational quadrant.
Based on the results of IS / IT strategic planning that is carried out at Maman Elektronik using
the Ward and Peppard method, various IS / IT solutions, IS Strategies, IS Management
Strategies. Implementation Plans can be obtained according to the conditions in Maman
Elektronik based on the results of SWOT analysis, Value Chain Activity, Five Forces Analysis,
and McFarlan Strategic Grid.

IV. CONCLUSION
The conclusion that can be obtained through this research is that it can provide some
suggestions to Maman Elektronik that can help in offering advice. Designing an IS / IT strategy
can help companies to achieve business goals and can also motivate employees to operate IS / IT.
Based on the results of the SWOT analysis, Value Chain Activity, Five Forces Analysis, and
McFarlan Strategic Grid, several system solutions that can be applied by Maman Elektronik,
namely SI Sales Distribution, SI Accounting, SI Payroll, SI Attendance and for planning can be
applied by companies in four the next year. The IT Division can also assist in updating and
procuring SI, besides that the IT division can help to motivate and provide training to every
employee in the use of IS / IT at Maman Elektronik.
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